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Electric Ex-proof valve actuators ExRun are used for automation of 2-way or 3-way actuators with integrated terminal box, 1 × Allen key for manual override. Assured Automation - your source for manual and automated valves and flow meters: http

M-Series Actuators - UniTorq Actuators and Controls manufacturer and distribute pneumatic actuators, electric actuators, limit switches, positioners and valve.

The GX is a compact, state of the art control valve and actuator system, designed to control a For electric actuators, see the supplier’s instruction manual. Valve actuators mount directly onto flanged or threaded globe valves or unitary Cartridge globe valve actuators are small electric actuators for individual room. Manual L-Type Full Port · Electric Actuated Stainless 3-Way Ball Valves T-Port - 115v to Actuators Double Acting · Direct Mount Solenoid Valves Direct Mount
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The MERLA 500-125™ is an Electric Actuator with the capability of accepting analog and digital It is an electrically driven rotary motor directly coupled to either an ACV or a FCV Valve. A hand wheel for manual setting is also available.